Standard Grade passes of group A school pupils in Scotland by proportion of passes at each Standard Grade level and by hearing loss 2000/01 (passes n=463)

- **mild loss** (n=150): 30 credit, 85 general, 35 foundation
- **moderate loss** (n=116): 23 credit, 70 general, 23 foundation
- **severe loss** (n=62): 15 credit, 27 general, 20 foundation
- **profound loss** (n=68): 3 credit, 40 general, 3 foundation
- **unilateral loss** (n=32): 5 credit, 18 general, 9 foundation
- **level of loss not known** (n=35): 7 credit, 14 general, 14 foundation

Work in progress. Do not quote without permission from ADPS.
Standard Grade passes of group A school pupils in Scotland by proportion of passes at each Standard Grade level and by hearing loss 2001/02 (passes n=387)

- **Mild loss** (n=123):
  - Credit: 30
  - General: 58
  - Foundation: 35

- **Moderate loss** (n=103):
  - Credit: 17
  - General: 40
  - Foundation: 46

- **Severe loss** (n=74):
  - Credit: 16
  - General: 34
  - Foundation: 24

- **Profound loss** (n=55):
  - Credit: 18
  - General: 33
  - Foundation: 4

- **Level of loss not known** (n=32):
  - Credit: 19
  - General: 6
  - Foundation: 7

Work in progress. Do not quote without permission from ADPS.